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ABSTRACT

A Comparative Study on Informal Community Welfares in 

Confucian Tradition States: S. Korea and Vietnam 
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Dept. of Korean Studies

The Graduate School of Yonsei University

In recent years, most studies about Welfare of East Asia countries such

as Korea and Viet Nam mainly concentrated on the role of state by using

measurement obtained from the European. However, in this East Asia

countries, the role of ‘Informal community welfare' which based on

Confucian tradition is as important as the role of other subjects which

provided welfares. Consequently, do the informal community welfare based

on the Confucian tradition bring any roles in modern and traditional

Vietnam’s society and Korea's society? Related to this issue, through the

relationship between culture and history of Vietnam and Korea, this thesis

examines how to apply this welfare's deployment process which based on

‘affective networks' are based upon three factors: blood ties(血緣), regional

or locality ties(地緣) and school ties(學緣); as well as emphasizes the

meaning of welfare in 'informal community welfare' in Vietnam and Korea

which bases on Confucian tradition.

This thesis interpreted the role of welfare in 'informal community

welfare' which based on Confucian tradition between two countries
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Vietnam and Korea, not only has merited in traditional society but also

ensure the active role in modern society as well. Because the informal

community welfare always provided an official social safety networks or at

least the minimum benefit welfare for the “weak person” in the society.

Therefore, informal community welfare has an effect on the formation and

development of the state welfare system. Besides that in this process, the

informal community welfare also plays an important role for the

development of economic. Especially, this contributes to lessen the burden

of the state's welfare and promote the development of macro economics.

By this point, the role of ‘affective networks' like blood ties, regional or

locality ties and school ties can develop to become the “Confucian Welfare

Model – CWM” to oppose individualism welfare model from Europe.
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